Kenneth Hoffmann  
NTID/RIT  
Email: kfhnvc@rit.edu

Wednesday, 6/29/05 -- 1:00 PM  
Location: 7A-A321

Type: Workshop

Need for this workshop: I have found that our students do better in written tests when they can type/edit/retype as they take the tests. Also, Acrobat 7 Pro and Adobe Reader 7 will make the use of comments and annotations even easier and more wide-spread. Comments and annotations can be used when correcting and editing reports, essays, research papers, etc.

Workshop will include:

- tips for making PDF files from MS Word
- using Acrobat to make forms for tests with T/F, Multi-choice, fill-in blank, and essay Q&A formats (also good for survey and data collection forms)
- using Acrobat to add comments and annotations to PDF files (great for correcting/editing written assignments in all courses)